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Robotic Radiosurgery. Treating Tumors that Move with RespirationSpringer, 2007

	Harold C. Urschel, Jr. (Editor-in-Chief) John J. Kresl · James D. Luketich Lech Papiez ·Robert D. Timmerman (Co-Editors) Raymond A. Schulz (Contributing Editor) Treating Tumors that Move with Respiration With Contributions by Numerous Experts Foreword by E. Thomson With 116 Figures in 168 Separate Illustrations, 120 in Color and...
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Exploring Microsoft Office Access 2016 Comprehensive (Exploring for Office 2016 Series)Pearson Education, 2016

	
		This book offers full, comprehensive coverage of Microsoft Access.

	 
	
		Beyond point-and-click

	
		The goal of the Exploring series is to move students beyond the point-and-click, to understanding the why and...
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Javascript Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2001
The book is aimed at people who already have some knowledge of JavaScript and need a companion volume to their daily work. It is primarily aimed at the experienced practitioner, and so does not attempt to be a tutorial for the beginner.

For a tutorial book, we suggest Paul Wilton's Beginning...
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PHP Object-Oriented SolutionsFriends of Ed, 2008
With the surge of popularity of PHP 5, and with PHP 6 just around the corner, Object-Oriented Programming is now an important consideration for PHP developers. This version-neutral book is a gentle introduction to Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) that wont overburden you with complex theory. It teaches you the essential basics of OOP that youll...
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International Economics (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Nobel Prize winning economist Paul Krugman, renowned researcher Maurice Obstfeld, and new co-author Marc Melitz of Harvard University, continue to set the standard for International Economics courses with the text that remains the market leader in the U.S. and around the world.

	

	International...
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Hack Proofing Sun Solaris 8Syngress Publishing, 2001
Two of Sun Solaris's prime attractions are its reliability and the high availability of servers running it. These advantages can be, however, negated by carelessness. Forget to apply a patch, or neglect to synchronize your servers' system clocks, and someone who's paying more attention will exploit the holes you've left in your system. The authors...
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C#.net Web Developer's GuideSyngress Publishing, 2001
This volume teaches Web developers to build solutions for the Microsoft .NET platform. Web developers will learn to use C# components to build services and applications available across the Internet. 

       The focus of The C#.NET Web Developer’s Guide is on providing you with code examples that will help you leverage the...
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The 8051 Microcontroller: Architecture, Programming, and ApplicationsWest Publishing Company, 1991
Designed as a main or supplementary text for courses on microprocessors or microcontrollers. Packaged with a customized disk containing an 8051 assembler and 8051 simulator. Focuses on programming the Intel 8051 microcontroller, one of the most common microprocessors used in controls or instrumentation applications using assembly code. Text has...
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Hack Proofing XMLSyngress Publishing, 2002
XML is quickly becoming the universal protocol for transferring information from site to site via HTTP. Whereas HTML will continue to be the language for displaying documents on the Internet, developers will find new and interesting ways to harness the power of XML to transmit, exchange, and manipulate data using XML. Validation of the XML document...
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ActionScript 3.0 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This description refers to the first edition of ActionScript 3.0 Bible. For the greatly revised and updated second edition published in April 2010, search on author Roger Braunstein’s name or for ISBN 0470525231. ActionScript has matured into a full-fledged, object-oriented programming language for creating cutting-edge Web...
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Configuring IPv6 for Cisco IOSSyngress Publishing, 2002
Configuring IPv6 with Cisco IOS provides complete coverage of IPv6 strategies, configuration scenarios, and techniques to successfully deploy an IPv6 addressing and subnetting scheme on a network. The book also covers such topics as: increasing the IP address size from 32 bits to 128 bits; supporting more levels of addressing hierarchy; supporting...
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Configuring Cisco Voice Over IPSyngress Publishing, 2002
Arming network administrators with a thorough understanding of Cisco’s current VoIP solutions and the means to put them to work, Configuring Cisco Voice Over IP, Second Edition demonstrates how to configure all of Cisco’s core VoIP products, among them Cisco CallManager software, Cisco 7910 series phones, and server-based IP PBXs. Now...
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